Entry Event: Challenges to take care of your goat! Will you complete the challenges? Will your goat survive and thrive?

*to help us remember the daily
chores that need to get done as part
of a family unit. Examples from the
video: sweeping the house/room,
taking care of meals, taking care of
siblings, etc.

*To help us remember the daily work
that needs to be taken care of for the
family to earn an income. Examples
from the video: taking care of goats,
collecting sticks and firewood, etc.

*To help us remember the value that is
placed on education as a way of getting
ahead, being successful in work, family
business, and future schooling. Examples
from the video: math work on chalkboard,
books read

*To help us remember the long
distances the women and children
(mostly girls) need to walk to collect
water for their families—usually 40L!
Examples from the video: Kibra and
friends walking together, filling jerry
cans, etc.

Clean out your desk or locker!

Clean up or collect waste/recycling on
the playground or school grounds
Completing school routines without
reminders

Complete a Mad Minute or timed math drill

Run around the track or gym with your
class
Run or walk with a water bottle or heavy
item

Ensure classroom supplies, books,
etc. are neat and cleaned!

Sanitize or clean a high-touch
surface! Commit to the surface to be
clean/free of germs!
Brainstorm a list of chores you are
responsible for at home—commit to
doing one VERY well!

Homework: Get ahead and complete
on homework activity now!

What chores can you do in the
classroom or at home to bless a
teacher, peer or family member?

Encourage a peer and work or play
together at a break/recess today!

Insert your own idea(s) here!

Insert your own idea(s) here!
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Help a peer or work as a team to
complete a school assignment!

Copy the alphabet or sentences on the
board (similar to video or way of learning in
Ethiopian schools) into a notebook or on
paper
Complete a Math word problem activity on
whiteboards (like Kibra’s work on the board
in the video)
Write as many water facts down as you can
on a paper/notebook (see
https://www.safewater.org/fact-sheets1/2017/1/23/facts-and-statistics)
Research water facts from Ethiopia:
* They use a 20-22L container (to carry on their
head or tie to their back)
* The weight is between 40-44 lbs
* A person needs about 15 L of water each day
or a family of 6 needs about 80L of water

Insert your own idea(s) here!

Carry a jerry can from Point A to Point B
Participate in today’s DPA

Complete a relay activity with or without
water

Insert your own idea(s) here!

